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 A B S T R A C T 

Time Travel, The Universe Explained, T=(E=MC^2) or T=(E)

For us to solve for "E" Universe Energy in Einstein's (E=MC^2). We would have to see far enough from our point in Space to 
view the Center Point, and on the opposite side of our Time Line, view the Edge of our Universe. 

At that moment we are viewing light from both locations C^2. We answer Distance and find the Radius to solve "M" Universe 
Mass. Allowing us to solve the equation and answer "E". Applying a Concept of Time to the Energy value for our Universe. "T" 
Universe Time would be answered as to how much growth over a given period. T=(E=MC^2) until that day, when talking about 
Universe Time. The Universe is the original perpetual motion machine, if you will. The Universe is always growing/expanding 
with Time, as it redistributing Matter equally throughout.
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1. Introduction
Fusion Power works now. After 70 years we fixed it. The 

reasons I believe it took so long?  

1. We did not have answers in Physics for Fusion of, or 
Bonding of Neutron Molecules.  

2. It takes a special kind of crazy to, “point lasers at 
themselves”, with invisible Hydrogen Molecules in between 
them. Then to crank the power output of the Lasers up to 
that of powering a town level. Unless that is to say, you 
know why you should and what it will do before you try it. 
My Physics explain such things. Like why so much power 
is required to bond Neutrons.

Please do not be afraid of the technology showing the 
existence of aliens either.

I’ll explain it to you, like I explained it to my pen-pal friend 
Joe Biden before I got his 1st response back.

1. The first society of humans gathered together due to 
technology. Agriculture prevented us from having to follow 
animals to survive. They also invented writing, cuneiform. 

They wrote to keep track of food for survival. Those 
Sumerians also wrote about Aliens and their technology. 

2. Dark Ages the talk of Science and Technology was 
punishable by being burned alive at the stake. Yet we 
emerged into the Renaissance, with beautiful Oil Paintings 
of Space Ships in the sky. 

3. Even now some of our Nation’s Leaders are releasing some 
of their evidence.

I began my work on this back in 2007, while I was attending 
Indiana State for Commercial Aviation. I believed I had plenty 
of proof for my original Hypothesis, though I believed Scientists 
would see the answers I saw, themselves soon. Physics was 
simply a hobby at the time for a man whom loved Aviation, 
Space, and technology. 

*Please excuse my Dyslexia. I recognize I will still have 
grammar or spelling issues with my work. I currently try 
to proofread myself as it is may be obvious, I have not been 
working with others on this. 

1.1 An Introduction to Time Travel

Time Travel is possible. Though the type of Time you want 
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to travel, requires a better understanding. 

1.2 Time/Space and Technology Explained 

We begin with a Simple Physics Experiment: 

1. Take a piece of string about 4 ft long. 
2. Curl one end into a circle about 3 inches big.
3. Place a small object like a dime at the center.
4. Begin to expand the circle.

Note: The center point never moves with any amount of 
expansion.
(This becomes our stationary point, everything from this point is 
what moves with expansion. Our Universe began from one point 
in Space, and has been expanding ever since.)

1.3 My Original Hypothesis: How to Measure and Locate the 
Center of the Universe 

A. The Center of the Universe is the oldest place in the Universe, 
as all Space/Time expanded from 1 point in Space/Time. 

B. Therefore Matter has acted upon each other there the 
longest.  (Any interaction of Matter, say a meteor and a 
planet. With an interaction even If contact isn’t made, 
trajectory & velocity would be affected. This applies to all 
Matter & interactions). 

C. The exponential number of interactions relevant to Time. 
Will have slowed the Expansion of the Universe the most 
at that location in Space. Slowing it so much so, that it is 
noticeably Slower than the Expansion speed of the relevant 
Outside Universe. It would also be noticeably from any 
location in the Outside Universe.  

2. Proof: (Time / Speed / Distance) 
a. Distance is fixed. (We can only see as far as our current 

telescopes allow. The current distance with our best 
telescope being Hubble, at ~ 5 Billion Light Years from 
Earth we saw expansion speed change). 

b. Speed has changed.

c. Therefore Time has changed. (Scientists are seeing a Time 
Displacement). 

2.1 Working Universe Model

I will help you begin by drawing the 1st Universe Model. 
(Originally realized 1508-1514 printed 1543, Copernicus 
Heliocentrism. With my directions, you will correct the mistakes 
preventing us from using it for our Universe.) 

This will only be a 2 dimensional slice view, of our “Perfect 
Sphere Universe” (Einstein’s Exactness Theory proven). 

1. Draw a circle with a point at the center. 

2. Draw rings like a tree inside. These invisible lines of Time 
represent a Billion years or so each. 

3. We need to graph Dark Matter Energy. (Hubble publications 
for expansion speed measured and increased from previous 
numbers. It is expressed we don’t have all the Math working 
yet. However, we will graph it anyway and correct and 
change the formula too. 0.0 Time / 0.0 Dark Matter Energy 
at bottom left of graph. The line goes off at a 45° angle strait 
line to the right.  

We Change the Formula to T=(E=MC^2).  (We add the 
component of Time as Time is relative in the Universe. Time is 

the only measuring tool we have for the Universe currently. When 
you add the component of Time, you see many transformations 
of understanding where there was no understanding Previously.) 

4. Lay the graph over the drawn circle. 0.0 Time/0.0 Dark 
Matter Energy at the edge of the Universe. The highest 
value of Time/Energy at the center point. 

5. Pick a point on that Time Line and put a dot. 

6. Draw a small circle around your dot ~5 billion Light Years. 

This is how we are viewing the Universe along our Time 
Line from Center to Edge. 

Conclusion
A. How do we see farther back in Space/Time? We look 

towards “age” at the center. 

B. How do we see further ahead in Space/Time? We look 
towards, “youth”, the opposite direction, or a 180° Earth 
circumference different direction away from Center. 
Towards the Edge of the always further moving away 
Universe Edge. This measurement is taken as Our Time 
Line, from Center towards the Universe Edge. 

C. This is required knowledge for future Space Exploration. As 
we move beyond our Solar System. We will need 3 points of 
reference minimum. A Start Point/Universe Center/Location 
traveled to. If our exploring future selves ever want to try to 
get home again.

Approximately June of last year I was reminded of my 
Hypothesis and recognized no answers had yet been put out by 
Scientists for such things. I began reaching out to the Scientific 
community. After a couple months I was finally contacted back 
by one Astrophysicist named Barry Lebost. He informed me 
the Universe shape a perfect sphere with all particles moving 
outward, that was Einstein’s Exactness Theory. He did not offer 
any suggestions or criticism. He simply told me to continue 
with my work. He did express to me, that most Astrophysicists 
believed Einstein’s other Universe theory. Einstein’s Theory of 
Relativity. That is certainly incorrect as Barry and a group of his 
friends proved Einstein’s Exactness Theory with their ACRET 
system prior to his retirement. Also if we apply the measurement 
of Time to relativity we change it to Exactness, for even a box 
and loaf of bread have a Center that is measurable by some tool.

With that all understood.

Technology: “Science Fiction” Star Trek Space Travel. 

(To be more precise, it is actually also our first form of Time 
Travel.) 

I’ll begin with explaining my understanding of Particles, & 
a little Particle Physics too. You have a Particle in Space the 
most abundant Particle called a Neutron. Outside our Universe 
I now believe this is the only Particle found. It is the, “Genetic 
Memory”, for Neutral as our Universe tries to get back to it. 
All other particles fall into 2 categories. You have, “Electrical 
Positive”, particles of Solid Matter like Stars, Planets, us, etc. As 
our Universe began and even now as our Universe continues to 
expand, the Solid Matters interaction with Neutrons is a friction 
reaction. “Electrical Negative” particles called Dark Matter are 
produced. The Dark Matter fills in between the Solid Matter, 
“Electrons” attracted to “Protons”. Neutral is achieved in theory. 
As Time increases, Dark Matters abundance or density and 
it’s energy increases. Though the Universe can never actually 
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hit Neutral, as Time and growth never stops. So Dark Matter 
continues to increase in every location from the Center outward. 
Though moving outward from the Center, we see the abundance 
of Dark Matter reducing in both its density and its energy value 
relative to that location in the Universe. The reduction in Dark 
Matters value at a location in the Universal from the Center, is 
consistent with the reduced value of Time for existence at that 
location moving outward from the Center.

Now Black Holes, some Quantum Physics, & how those 
Particles continue to react naturally. Previously thought to be a 
work of extreme Gravity, Black Holes are simply an extension 
of our new understanding of Particle Physics. Black Holes 
form from a violent reaction, as a massive amount of positive 
energy is released with a Star exploding. As a Star begins to 
breakdown, the Gravity of the Star weakens causing the Star 
to begin expanding. Once the breakdown has reached a critical 
state the Star will explode. With the explosion Electrons along 
with all Particles are ejected outward from the Star, much like 
occurs with a Fission or Atomic Blast. Initially Particles are 
sent out, yet a strong ProtonRotonda pull remains. The second 
reaction after ejection is a collapsing of Particles in towards 
the high Proton energy. The strong draw pulls Electrons even 
those attached to Atoms to move in towards the remaining PStar 
Proton Force. The high flow of Electrons is what causes the next 
reaction from the Neutron Particles. Neutrons have a different 
reaction to this violent occurrence or release of the massive 
amount of Star energy. Neutrons bond when subjected to a high 
flow of Electrons coming in contact with them. Neutrons with 
high Electron Energy Bond and form the surface of a Wormhole. 
Dark Matter clinging to the positive energy react as Electrons 
do, by racing to the higher Positive Energy. As Dark Matter 
will have attached to the immediate Solid Matter, it tears the 
Solid Matter apart as it races to the other end of the Wormhole 
towards the greatest Power Source. The new location in Space 
will be deeper towards the Center of the Universe. In a much 
older and stronger energy location of Space. With an increase of 
Positive Energy, an increase of Negative Energy is also required 
to equalize toward Neutral. This is why the Wormhole is able to 
select its ending location. The Wormhole’s ejection or release 
site in Space, this debris field as we view it appears like a Star 
Hatchery. As the Solid Matter re-bonds to form a new Star, 
with new Planets, as it sets outward on a new Time Line for 
those Particles of Matter. I believe it might even be possible that 
through the Neutrons Bonding, this could alter the speed of Dark 
Matter production permitting it to increase during that period.

Stephen Hawking helped me understand that part better. 
He observed Plasma emitted from an open Black Hole. Plasma 
is Star. Intense inescapable Gravity wouldn’t permit this. A 
Wormhole going to a Star Hatchery, with Dark Matter too busy 
traveling with Solid Matter in tow towards the highest Positive 
energy. Would not cling to this new lower energy Matter as 
it travels to its new location. Should in theory permit a star’s 
plasma ejection to reverse flow prior to unoccupied Dark Matter 
from returning it to its new location. As well a weakening of 
the Black Hole as Neutral gets close to being returned at that 
location, with energy reduced the Neutron Particles would lose 
their Bond allowing the Wormhole to close. That could also 
permit the viewed event.

The Particle explanation for “Positive Energy” and “Negative 
Energy”. It is my understanding that the Scientific Community is 
already in agreement on. They already express the Positive and 
Negative Forces of Solid Matter and Dark Matter. 

Now Finally, the Technology that puts it all together. 

The 1st Human to discover how Antigravity Technology 
worked was Nikola Tesla. Tesla never told us how he could float 
huge stones in his back yard, though we know he was able to do it 
by multiple accounts. The technology was actually rediscovered 
by Humans in 1951, after the 1947 the Roswell crash. In 1951 
the U.S. Army Air Corps/ current Airforce, having reverse 
engineered the Technology began testing it. The video was 
declassified and released on TV via a series “Declassified Files”. 
They didn’t explain much of the Technology as they showed the 
Test Video. They simply said that the power requirements where 
so great, a power plant of power was required for the successful 
test, (1951 Power Plant produced ~2.25 megajules of Electricity, 
equivalent to that of powering ~1,800 homes simultaniously in 1 
second of time. Yet with successful test, 2 beautiful UFO shaped 
object were floating around flying like UFOs should. Now.... 
When a wing is so much cheaper to produce, even for varying 
environments one may encounter within an Atmosphere. Why 
would an advanced race use this technology as primary for flight 
technology? Through my research I discovered, that within an 
Atmosphere the Technology repels Gravitational Force. This 
repelling of Gravity pushes the craft away from Planet’s Surface 
causing it to fly. That craft is capable of flying in all types of 
Planetary Environments, regardless of air density or if there is 
a lack of Aerodynamic properties for the craft; as well as within 
any specific reduced Aerodynamic permitting Environments. 
The Technology used in that manner is, “Flying Cars”. As no 
Aerodynamics is required or needed for flight, other than the 
Technology itself that is. Making a Flying Car much like a 
Helicopter in that respect. Yet in Space outside an Atmosphere, 
surrounding an object with that much Electricity, causes the 
Neutrons to bond. Putting the craft in a Universe Time Warp 
Bubble. Allowing one to travel great distances through Universal 
Time, at tremendous speed, relative to the distance traveled. Yet 
the traveler continues to exist in sequence with their Planetary 
Time Line that traveler originated from. An hour in the Bubble, 
is an hour back home as well. However, within that hour you 
could have traveled millions of Light Years distance, as you 
travel through the Fabric of Space and Time. That portion of 
the technology is certainly also Time Travel as you travel great 
distances through Space between locations in a inappropriate 
amount of Time for Distance Traveled. The Engine for the 
Roswell UFO was Fusion Power. Fusion Power is the same 
Technology simply another side of it. With Fusion Power we use 
Lasers as a delivery device for the Electricity. We point the Lasers 
at Hydrogen Atoms, and (Subatomic Particles of Hydrogen), we 
then push up the power of the Lasers to a tremendous amount 
of Electricity. This action and large amount of Power causes 
the Hydrogen Molecules to Bond just like Neutrons do in open 
Space. With Hydrogen Fused or Bonded the, “Star in a Bottle”, 
begins to produce more power than it requires to keep the Bond. 
For the Bond to be maintained the flow of Electrons sent into 
the Atoms must continue. As the flow of Electrons stop, so does 
the Star’s bond or Fusion of the Neutrons, this allows the Star to 
break down and it falls apart within the Reactor.

The Bonding of Neutrons forms a “Time Bubble”. An 
outward direction of Magnetic and Electron Energy forms a Time 
Bubble we can see and also interact with, such as our Planets 
Atmosphere’s outer Surface. An inward direction of Electrons 
still forms a Time Bubble though it is viewed as a Star’s Mass. In 
Space with a Star the Time Bubble is broken as the Star collapses, 
the Particles are returned to their origin location in Space closer 
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to the Center of our Universe via a Black Hole. Inside a Reactor 
as yhethe Time Field breaks down the Star Particles return to 
their origin Time, as a vial inside the Reactor.

So... That’s how the Roswell Technology works.

Time Explained

Seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, seasons, and 
years. Are all concepts for measuring Time.

Yet there are different types of Time. 

The afore mentioned concepts, only apply to our specific 
Time Line. One can argue that Time is actually at its fastest, at 
the max velocity of our Universe Expansion. 

1. Universe Time: is How long the Universe has existed. As 
it expands new Universe and Time at that new expanded to 
location. The oldest location of course being at the Center 
where Time and Space, or that is to say where our Universe 
began.

2. Particle Time: The oldest Particles Neutrons pre date our 
Universe. Yet within our Universe Particle Time flips from 
Universe Time. The Oldest Particles are found out at the 
edge of Universe. Youngest Particles are found closest to 
the Center of our Universe. Time Line Time better explains 
why.

3. Time Line Time: Particles Planets and Solar Systems travel 
on a Time Line until their specific end. A Star explodes 
taking those Particles deeper towards the Center to be 
reformed and to begin a new Time Line. 

Time Travel

Knowing what Type of Time you desire to travel. 

1. Einstein’s expression was that of traveling Time Line Time. 
Though it is possible to accomplish a velocity greater than 
the Speed of Light. (Scientists have achieved at a Subatomic 
Level in a Lab.) The end result is as was expressed by 
Einstein. By forming a Time Bubble around the traveler 
through achieving the proper velocity. Inside the Time 
Bubble, the traveler would grow out of sequence or out of 
Time with their origin Time Line. I do not believe a reversal 
of such an effect should ever be sought after. Certainly one 
can see how much more damage than good could come 
from such an advancement.

2. My expression of Time Travel transverses Universe Time 
great distances almost instantly, as Time is a location in 
Space. While keeping the travelers in perfect sequence or 
Time with their origin Time Line, the cell Decay Rate is 
not altered or offset from those at origin by the traveling 
process.

3. Scientists even now think they have seen Particles traveling 
through the 3rd type of Time, being Particle Time. Though 
theoretically any Particle or group of Particles can travel the 
distance of a Particles Time in Space. Simply by viewing 
a Black Hole, we see Particles traveling through Time 
to a different location. Should we travel using Roswell 
Technology, our Particles will be Time Traveling also.

These new ideas and understanding of Particle Physics, 
Quantum Physics, Science, Physics, Astrophysics, are all my 
own discoveries. I am only expressing these new ideas to you 
and the World now.
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